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From CFACT: 

President Obama & World Leaders to Be Greeted By New Film Debuting in 
Paris 

Gala Paris red carpet premiere for new “Climate Hustle” skeptical documentary 

Cinéma du Panthéon, December 7, 7:30 PM 

 

(Sorbonne, Paris) CFACT will hold the world premiere of its long-awaited Climate 
Hustle skeptical documentary film at an invitation-only red carpet event in Paris 
during the UN’s COP 21 international summit on climate change. 

Featuring interviews and comments from more than 30 renowned scientists and 
climate experts,Climate Hustle lays out compelling evidence that devastates the global 
warming scare.  Film host Marc Morano, founder and publisher of CFACT’s award-
winning Climate Depot news and information service, leads viewers on a fact-finding 
and often times hilarious journey through the propaganda-laced world of “climate 
change” claims. 



The film is the first climate documentary to profile scientists who have reversed their 
views from supporting the so-called “consensus” position to a conversion to 
skepticism. The film also profiles politically left scientists who have now declared 
themselves skeptics of man-made global warming and United Nations scientists who 
have now turned against the UN for “distorting” climate science. 

David Rothbard, CFACT president and executive producer of the film says, “Climate 
Hustle is the most important climate documentary since Al Gore’s An Inconvenient 
Truth.  Gore’s film kicked off a decade of scaremongering junk science.  CFACT’s 
film debunks the scare and clears the way for a return to sound science and rational 
debate.” 

Nationally syndicated columnist Cal Thomas calls Climate Hustle “tremendous” 
and says “anyone who still believes in ‘climate change’ after watching this film needs 
the type of reprogramming given to cult members.” 

Noted climatologist Dr. Judith Curry of the Georgia Institute of Technology, who 
is featured in the film, adds “Climate Hustle is a refreshing and entertaining antidote 
to the sillier and alarming claims about climate change and its impacts that people 
regularly hear from politicians and the media.” 

“Climate Hustle” will premiere at the Cinéma du Panthéon, beside the Sorbonne, 
on Monday, December 7. A red-carpet ceremony and champagne reception will 
take place at 7:30 p.m. prior to the screening. The film is planned for theatrical 
and home video release in 2016. 

Because of very limited space, credentialed media that wish to attend the event should 
RSVP in advance to Christina Norman of CFACT (cwilson@cfact.org or phone (651) 
724-4228).   Climate Hustle’s host, Marc Morano, along with key scientists from the 
film, will be available for a short time on the red carpet prior to the event at 7 p.m. and 
are also available for interviews and comments upon request. 

Climate Hustle, a production of CFACT, was fully funded by the support of roughly 
1,500 citizen supporters.   More information is available at 
www.ClimateHustle.com/press 
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